
BOOK SHOP 
 
Welcome to The Digger Bookshop.  
To supplement our in-depth editorials we can also offer 
a number of books written by industry experts.  
Simply fill out the order form and fax back to  
(02) 9279 2727.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Author and successful China businessman, Daryl Gup-
py, says of China, “You either like it, or hate it. There is 
no room for indifference.” Clearly Guppy loves it and in 
this book he shares his enthusiasm for,  
knowledge of, and wisdom about, doing business in 
China. 
           $29.95 (incl GST) 
                 BUY NOW 

Allan Trench knows it takes unique skills to lead a  
resources company. When you understand what goes 
on in the boardroom, you better understand the  
company you are working for or investing in. 

            $29.95 (incl GST) 
            BUY NOW  

New book by Allan Trench, author of "Mining Boom &  
Strictly Mining Boardroom”. 

 
            $34.95 (incl GST) 
            BUY NOW 

The government is encouraging us to stay in the work-
force for longer but how many of us really want to work 
until we are 67 then retire on a pension? It doesn't have 
to be like that. You can take control of your financial 
destiny and Retire Richer Younger. 
            $23.95 (incl GST) 
            BUY NOW 



 

 

 

 

         

 

 

 

         

 

 

 

         

 

Number 61, Grand Prix Annual 
The world famous motorsport annual is regarded as the definitive account of 
the Formula 1 season. Edited by leading F1 journalist Alan Henry, plus  
Formula One coverage from Simon Arron as Grand Prix editor and Mark 
Hughes as Technical editor, it has been long established as a genuine  
collector's item. Having an unrivalled heritage which is recognised by the 
entire motorsport community.  
This sumptuous book has detailed race-by-race reports, vibrant features, 
comprehensive statistics, technical illustrations and the best photography in 
the sport.  

Limited print-run of the original 1997 publication. 
It is a little known fact that the tiny Australian company, Elfin, was the world’s  
second largest producer/manufacturer of racing cars ever. 
In the late 1950s, an imaginative, modest and dedicated South Australian,  
Garrie Cooper, realised his dream and began building a series of sports/
racing cars in his small Adelaide factory. He called them Elfin, and the  
subsequent history of the marque is long and illustrious. The history of every 
known Elfin is covered in this book and register sheets give details of the cur-
rent status of each car. The frank recollections of many who were intimately 
involved with the Elfin marque are fully recounted in this exhaustive history of 
one of Australia's great racing names.              $29.95 (incl GST)       BUY NOW 

The 2012 Le Mans 24 Hours was action and drama all the way, and now 
you can experience it all in the most thrilling highlights.  
The official review brings you all the highlights and unforgettable moments of 
more than 3,000 miles of racing in 4 hours of stunning footage. The review 
tells the full story of each class, with trackside, aerial and in-car cameras – as 
well as the circuit’s CCTV – ensuring you don’t miss any of the pivotal events. 
The commentary features a seamless mix of the live TV and Radio Le Mans 
coverage, plus driver and team interviews and, for the first time, the chance to 
listen in on race director Eduardo Freitas as he talks to the racers.  
       $29.95 (incl GST)       BUY NOW 

In the good old days of motor sport, the public largely went where they 
wanted and the photographers didn't use long lenses - they perched, 
precariously, at the edge of the track.  
This is the essence of Track Record - an evocative, nostalgic and revealing  
collection of photographs spanning three fascinating decades of Formula 1 
and sports car racing. As Chief Photographer of The Motor, Maurice Rowe 
was present at almost every European Grand Prix from the late 1950s to the 
early 1980s, and at every Le Mans from 1953 until 1988.  
More than 300 photographs are featured and they bring to life an era in  
motor sport, which can boast more than its fair share of heroes.  
       $29.95 (incl GST)       BUY NOW 
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   Limited stocks available ,. A must have publication for any serious mining professional 

$88 
Including GST 

������MANAGEMENT�OF�MINERAL�EXPLORA-
TION�
��������� �������ANDREW�H.��WHITE�
� This�book�started�life�in�1984�at�the�Australian�Mineral��
�� Foundation,�sold�out,�reprinted�in�2007�and�is�still�the��
� only�complete�single�text�that�attempts�to�bring��
� together�all�the�key�aspects�of�managing�mineral��
� exploration.�
�
�
Over�335�pages�of�helpful�and��
informative�information�designed��
as�a�must�read�for�anyone�involved�
or�interested�in�the�Australian��
Resource�sector.�

Exploring�for�new�mineral�deposits�is�an�enthralling�and�challenging��
business�based�on�science,�finance�and�creative�human�endeavour.��
Discovery�holds�the�promise�of�great�wealth�and�benefit�to�society.��
Unfortunately,�mineral�exploration�is�also�a�very�high�risk�enterprise,�and�failure�is�more�common�
than�success.�For�a�long�time,�the�industry�has�lived�with�a�dismal�average�of�one�in�one�hundred�
exploration�ventures�finding�a�mine.�
�

This�book�is�about�managing�the�process�of�mineral�exploration�so�that�the�risk�is�greatly�reduced.�
The�process�is�complex,�involving�people,��
knowledge,�technology,�capital�and�expectations�of�society.�The�book��
discusses�how�to�manage�these�factors�to�explore�for�minerals�rationally�and�maximize�the�chances�
of�success.�



Charting - An Australian Investor's Guide is probably the most widely read 

introduction to charting published in Australia, and has been continuously in 

print since 1990.  
 
 Author Regina Meani believes that the use of charts and technical analysis can help 

any investor understand the way that markets move and how they are likely to move 

in the future.  
 
You have read her reports in The Digger and know why Regina Meani has been  
referred  to as one of Australia's leading and most experience chartists.  
With over 20 years as a technical analyst working with charts on a daily basis she has 

an enormous wealth of  knowledge and experience.  
She has earned the respect of the investment community reflecting in the stockbroking 

ratings' wars where she is consistently voted No.1 by the top tier of Australian  
Institutions and by the combined group of all Institutions.  

           $20.45 
          Postage and handling included 

Charting: an Australian Investor's Guide 



 

 PRIORITY EXPRESS  
 ORDER FORM 

  

       BreakawayDigger 505/35 Lime Street, Sydney NSW 2000.* 
 

My Order: 
 

     Code   Description                    Quantity      Unit Price          Total Price 
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         ` Postage           N/C 
            
          GST                $ Included 
 
          Total Amount      $ 
 
 Deliver to:  
 
 Name: IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII.. 
 
 Address: IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII. 
 
                 IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII. 
 
State: IIIIIIIIII. Post Code: IIIIIIIIII. 
 
  All Prices include Postage and handling 
 

Phone:(02)9392 8000 Fax:(02)9279 2727Email: breakawaydigger@ breakawayinvestmengroup.com 

PAYMENT METHOD 
 
 
● CHEQUE/MONEY ORDER: Please make them payable to  
                                    * “Breakaway Investment Group” 
                        and send  to 505/ 35 Lime Street Sydney NSW 2000. 
 


